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THE

NEW CONSTITUTION.

In times prosperous at home and peaceful

abroad, the people of England have not desired

of their rulers any change in the system of their

representation. In domestic distress, or with

foreign revolution, on the contrary, the clamour

for such an experiment has been usually raised,

but has hitherto been silenced by patient firm-

ness on the part of the government. During

last November, these two stimulants com-

bined to produce in the country an unusual

agitation : but the accession of the Whigs to

office soothed the excitement, the gentry with

the middle classes quieted the disorders of the

southern counties, and the Belgic revolution

threw fresh employment into the manufac-

turing towns. As tranquillity returned, reform

was nearly forgotten : the government papers
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spurred the people to petition : but the people

answered languidly. On the meeting of Parlia-

ment the new ministers could shew no si":n

of the retrenchment which they had promised :

their predecessors had already reduced three

and a half millions of yearly expenditure, and

the Whigs were even obliged to add three

hundred thousand pounds to their budget.

The late ministers had been turned out for

their Civil List. The Whigs, preferring their

Sovereign's rights to their own consistency,

brought down to the House the same Civil

List. As they could not reduce taxation,

they resolved to commute it. A budget was

opened which would have stifled the funds by

an impracticable stamp duty, and would other-

wise have weighed down the cotton of the East

Indies, the wine of the Cape, the timber of

Canada, the woollen exports of Portugal, and

even the steam-packets. Tax, however, after

tax was withdrawn, as its provisions were win-

nowed and sifted in Parliament.

The series of experiments annoyed us, and

their failure almost unseated the ministers.

They seemed only to be held in office by the

remaining pledge of reform. Lord Althorpe told

us on Saturday, that the reform would be full

and efficient : but when Lord John Russell

stated, on Tuesday, that he should disfranchise



totally sixty, and partially forty - seven bo-

roughs ; should abolish in the remainder bur-

gage tenure, scot and lot, potwalling, freemen,

and corporations, substituting the ten pound

house rent as the unvarying title to franchise
;

should by means of the Privy Council throw

boroughs into the neighbouring parishes, thus

converting eighty boroughs into arrondisse-

ments and at the same time, twenty-five coun-

ties into departments, besides the total change

of the Scotch constituency ; the House was

divided between surprise, alarm, indignation,

and laughter. Had the question been at once

brought to a division, the ministers would, pro-

bably, have been beaten by sixty, perhaps by

one hundred ; nor did they, it appears, expect,

that they should bring this scheme even into

the shape of a bill. Their opponents, however,

supposed that by its intrinsic merits the scheme

would refute itself when discussed in the House

;

they forgot that in fair debate this question

could not be altogether decided, since it

must, in the shape which its authors had given

to it, bias by social passions and individual in-

terests, the judgment of the country at large.

This bill has not the approval of Parlia-

ment ; many members for large bodies voted

for the second reading, lest they should seem
to oppose the principle while they resisted this
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measure. If these had represented to the minis-

ters their combined views, the bill would not

have received the sanction of a doubtful ma-

jority : it could not have been introduced.

Though the principle of reform, therefore, is

carried, the specific scheme may be considered

without reference to an approval which it did

not really obtain from the House.

Unanimity after all is on the surface of the

public mind only. The Tories still regard the

bill as itself a revolution. Moderate men fear it.

There is no Whig so zealous who does not wish

it were less. The radicals only urge on the

government with most suspicious plaudits. Let

us strip the question of its folds, and examine

if we can find in it the real point of difference

between the moderate Whig and the moderate

Tory. Both see the defects in our system of re-

presentation ; both know that these faults are

the matter of popular complaint. The Whig as

well as the Tory is aware how very little these

closeboroughs can have to do with the real wants

of the people. Yet for some years, the Whig

in his vocation attacks, the sturdy Tory has

defended this the most assailable part of the

constitutional wall. The time is now said at

last to be come when a remedy must be ap-

plied to the supposed evil. The Whig, too much

accustomed to censure the imperfections to feel



the value of those institutions whose surface

only they stain, too long buoyed on the people's

favour to face, even in government, the murmur

of a controuled subject, thinks that by large con-

cession he will gain universal favour and confi-

dence, that the establishment of abstract

perfection, in removing* the pretext, will fore-

close the chance of a complaint.

Otherwise does the Tory view human na-

ture. He regards the object of popular cla-

mour less as its cause than as its food: as

physicians tell us of some local diseases,

that the part affected does not generate the

disorder, but that a peccant humour, which

is afloat, fastens upon the most feeble part

of the system. Tonics therefore are admi-

nistered by the experienced counsellor, not

amputation. Long habit of government has

taught the conservative statesman the diffi-

culty of legislation. ** It would be a boy's

mistake," says the Tory, " to suppose that

the broadest concession would set not only

Reform but the Reformers at rest. They

are active spirits, which, if the nuisance of the

day be abated, will soon find another subject of

offence for presentment. They thus fill their

necessary place in the progress of the commu-

nity. Abstract ideas can only be brought to a
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form of practical use by the long attrition of

the less quiet hands, whose natural amusement

is to toss them about. Political changes are

but the successive integuments which enfold

the germ of improvement ; these exist together

in embryo, wrapt each in the other, and should

come to the surface in successive maturity.

When one public question disappears, ano-

ther reveals itself instantly. When the Catho-

lic Relief Bill was passed, it was easy to fore-

see that Reform would soon become the sym-

bol of innovation. There are questions which

lie beyond Reform in the gradation of descent

from the soundest to the most visionary part of

the public mind, and of the press, its tangible

form. When Reform has been gradually eifected,

the national church will probably be the next

object of needy encroachment. Other notions

springing up in more or less fantastical heads,

must then come to the light of discussion. He-

reditary legislation, the law of primogeniture,

upon which depends the residence of our gen-

try on the estates of their forefathers, even tlie

authority of the Sovereign, are passing from ab-

stract speculation into the sphere of daily^discus-

sion. MayGod preserve the HouseofBrunswick

!

but it is clear that some of these vital principles

mustin timebethe subjects of publicexcitement,



and that the more hastily you dispose of the

nearer, the more prematurely and violently do

the distant and deeper questions approach you."

An opposite course has been adopted. How
has this sweeping measure been recommended

by those who have brought it forward? On
what grounds do they enforce in the first place

the general principle of a change in our repre-

sentative system ? We have heard few of their

arguments in the House. Let us then take

them from a pamphlet* wliich preceded Lord

J. Russell's development, yet contains every

feature of the ministerial scheme, and must

therefore have come from one of the consti-

tuent committee of ministers which devised

the new system. It might well be Sir Thomas

Denman's, since it is powerful and dignified,

quotes Cromwell much, and has many prece-

dents drawn from America.

"The people," says this incognito author and

minister, " have lost all confidence in the present

House of Commons." Temporary dissatisfac-

tion did indeed lately exist among the more

unquiet part of the public, but was that clamour

louder even in the last December, than in 1820,

when parliamentary authority subdued the ill

spirit, and carried us through to the loyal years

* Question of Reform eousidered, with Hints for a Plan.

Ridgway.
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of Lord Goderich's overflowing exchequer?

"The borough members however," it proceeds,

" are always found to vote against proposals of

public retrenchment." This argument out of

doors is regarded as final ; but if the case be so,

do the borough members fail in their duty when

their votes are thus given ? Are such proposals

of retrenchment made in no reckless desire to

embarrass a government? Are all the names

on the list of the opposition placed there with-

out the suspicion that the contrary column of

the division may be unfavourably scanned in

the wider borough or county ? Is the most

honest vote or statesman-like speech, that

which the member gives or pronounces di-

rectly for his immediate constituents ? Has

not, after all, the economy of the unreformed

House of Commons, been lately too exclu-

sive a search for minute items of saving ?

Another of the anonymous arguments is one

less familiar. " The House of Commons," says

the official reasoner, " has become a stand-

ing appendage of the executive government in

the most common details of administration, and

has thus been drawn moreover into an endless

repetition of frivolous debates." The popular

assembly of England is therefore found by the

Whigs in office, already too powerful for the con-

stitutional rights of the Crown : how do they



trim the balance? By strengthening the Crown?

No ; by placing that assembly on a new and

purely popular basis. The pamphlet also im-

putes to the House of Commons a meddling;

and frivolous spirit, the want of commanding

talent, the abundance of mediocrity. But the

national congress of Belgium does not respect

even diplomacy. The French Chambers do not

refrain from insulting foreign powers by peevish

discussions of international interests. Are the

debates of the American delegates close, busi-

ness-like, vigorous ? Does not rather each tem-

porary member deliver an independent, general

essay, addressed not to his colleagues but to

the newspapers, and through them to his thirty

thousand constituents?

All these defects exist far less than else-

where in our present House. The ministerial

remedy could but go to increase them. Others

again think that the House, which does not

rest on the broad bosom of the nation at large,

on a general host of constituents, is weak to

support a government against an unreasonable

demand of the people. But are then repre-

sentatives of large bodies, even of counties,

the boldest, on their own conviction, to face

the cry of the day? Have they lately been

found so? As for the popular argument—

that the votes of the close borough members are
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sold—that the House is led by corruption,

this charge, now groundless as it was once

true, may be shortly refuted, by an ajDpeal to

the testimony of the reforming members of Par-

liament. Do they believe in such contamination?

Which ministry has had this constant com-

mand of a majority ? Is not rather the House
too independent already ? Do its members
follow too little their individual notions—act

too much with combined confidence in expC"

rienced judgment ? All these topics of reform,

which its advocates imagine they find in the

conduct or character of the House, are of value

but for those to whom that House is unknown.

The valid cause of such a change must be

the shifting which time has effected in the con-

stituency on which it is founded. Thus

it is agreed that the new seats of manufacture,

the capitals of new local interests, ought to

enjoy direct representation. Here was the

practical grievance—here was also the point of

common accord. Had Lord Grey given some

twelve or twenty members to such obvious cases

of grace, leaving the reduction of the parlia-

mentary roll to a summary conviction of offend-

ing boroughs, or to other modes which might

have been devised, had the ministry proposed

further inquiry into the several branches of the

representative system, the radicals might have
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been disappointed, but the country would have

been satisfied with the wholesome promise of

improvement—would have felt that it had a

government, which looked to permanent advan-

tage, not to temporary impression—which knew

how to grant, because it knew how to refuse.

Greater changes might have been proposed by

the ministers, if greater to them seemed advis-

able, but they must themselves begin to sus-

pect the sobriety of their own measure, when

they find, that neither Tory in his opinion of

their rashness, nor Neutral in his mood of un-

certainty, nor Whig in his partizan zeal, nor

Radical in his zest for confusion, had once

imagined that the servants of the Crown could

bring down to the House of Commons such a

scheme of reform, as on the first day of last

March was unfolded before it with the uncon-

scious air of smiling revolution.

The general question, then, doubtless requires

full discussion—the apology for a government

which applies royal authority to such a measure

as this must shew far deeper grounds of neces-

sity. Yet what urgency has been alleged by

its movers for this headlong proposal ? The

more moderate—it must be added, the least

firm of mind—have been swayed probably by

the rooted mistake of the party which they

have joined, that by granting ail that is asked.
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you leave nothing which can be demanded.

Had we given little, they say, we should have

been called on for more year by year. What we

now give is final. The radicals, however, must

have allowed them to see from beneath their

cloak of impatient forbearance, what fresh lights

of revolutionary intellect are yet to be cast on

this as on the whole frame of our institutions.

A little change suffices the sober desire of im-

provement. A large one generates the appetite,

which it cannot appease.

One observation has indeed been made, by

the mover of the Bill, in the garb of a motive,

which no minister can entertain. '* The

Whigs," said the noble lord, " have been ac-

cused of forgetting, in office, the pledges of

their former side of the House. We determined

that it should not be so now." Let an opposition

be careful of the principles which it holds out

to the country ; but if its members have been

incautious, let them not, when they become the

servants of the Crown, allow private consistency

to be redeemed by official violence. The fol-

lowing, however, were certainly the effects of

this project, whatever were its motives. The

ministry had wearied an impartial parliament

by futile schemes of finance. The judgment of

the House of Commons had been followed by the

sense of the country. This desperate plunge of
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the Cabinet at once weakened the authority of

their fellow-members and judges in Parliament,

and won them the passions and interests of

that public which they had lost. It was evident

again to the allies of the party, which before

seemed ready to fall, that though this perilous

boon might not preserve a whig ministry, and

though the measure thus thrown forth at ran-

dom could scarcely be carried, it must raise in

the country a hitherto unknown craving for po-

litical power which wiser successors might be

scarcely able to satisfy, nor yet to repress.

A third advantage of the measure the Ministers

must expect to be this :—In the new House

of Commons there would be found no stead-

fast party of Tories. The kindred branches

of the conservative party would be swept

away by the provisions of the Bill, and by

the excitement which would accompany their

execution. Undisputed power opens itself,

doubtless, to the view of the ministers : they

would find, indeed, an enemy ; for him they

are not, however, prepared. Already, since this

measure has been promulgated, the name of

a republic has been received with cheers, which,

if the Bill could become law, would in the

new House of Commons be neither few nor

suppressed. If the opposition benches were

cleared of the Tories, by whom would they



be filled but by a party whose name would

be borrowed from beyond the Atlantic? Such a

party would indeed afford to a monarch no alter-

native of servants ; but yet it might dislodge a

royalist ministry.

Infinite indeed are the objections, which

forbid that this bill should pass into a law.

The very amount of change it involves, were

that change pure improvement, is more than

could be safely effected at once. If the whole

must be carried, it were better that years

should be employed in its gradual consideration

and execution.

The extent of change is in this instance the

more dangerous, because it is applied to the

governing power of the state.

The hazard is increased by the circumstance,

that not only is the constitution of the repre-

sentative body suddenly altered, but probably

a total reconstruction of the constituency would

produce a total change of the men of whom
the assembly deputed consists. When one

hundred and sixty-eight seats are destroyed ;

when boroughs with less than three hundred

voters are thrown into neighbouring parishes
;

when corporations are broken down, outvoters

cancelled, counties partitioned, the whole

Scotch representation levelled, the Irish bo-

roughs thrown open to the Catholics and to the
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member for Waterford,—when these breaches

in old interests and in local attachments are

widened by the sweeping impulse of general

change, would not a new set of men be col-

lected within the walls of the House, strange to

its ancient proceedings, its feelings, its tone, its

inherited wisdom? The House of Commons, in

the bill of Lord John, if it come ever together,

will be no House of Commons, but a National

Convention. All new assemblies destroy the

institutions which they find in existence. They

have no regard for the past. They are too

conscious of unlimited power. Universal good

is expected from them. They find it not in cre-

ation ; in destruction therefore they seek it. Thus

the people are now taught that retrenchment

is the child of reform. Fair retrenchment the

present government has found there is none.

The new assembly would seek it in the Irish

Church, and soon in the dividends. Already

one, in whose Register we might then look

for coming events, while he dissuades our

labourers from a strict Agrarian law, yet

does hold out to them a moderate partition of

property. Let not the gentlemen of England

think that the aristocracy would be strengthened

by the double representation of counties. Let

them be assured that you can not raise an aris-

tocratic superstructure on a jacobin principle.
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Do they not see that the laws of primogeniture

have been already attacked at public meetings

and by the press ? Where, if that law were

repealed, would be their provincial influence,

the natural magistracy, with which, for the

good of all, the soil invests its owner? What

adventurer might not then contest the depart-

ment of the Tyne or the Avon?

If the principle of this bill is inconsistent

with the safety, the outlines as little accord

with the spirit of the constitution. When a

servant of the Crown and a member of the

House approaches the records of those boroughs,

which from the days of the first Edward have

not been deprived, save by one military usurper,

of their perennial rights and privileges, a reluc-

tant and modest hand may well belaid on those

timeworn muniments. Suppression may be

meted by the strictest line of needful violation
;

may be exactly balanced against the wants of

recent communities. This bill disfranchises

sixty English boroughs, and sixty-two members

it would at the same time cut offfrom the House.

Half of its whole disfranchisement is there-

fore wanton and useless. It might have left thirty

charters unbroken, or every charter impaired

indeed, by one half, but uncancelled. Nor can

the defence be made that those which are

totally blotted out are below the ministerial
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standard. The justice of that standard we

shall presently see ; but might they not, like

the other half boroughs, have become the nu-

clei of enlarged boundaries ? their rights, at

least, would have lived in local remembrance.

But what are the merits of this diminution of

the parliamentary roll ? The whole deduction of

sixty-two falls on the proportion established by

the articles of union between the representa-

tions of England and Ireland. At the same

time, the Irish boroughs, now represented by

Protestants, are thrown open to electoral bo-

dies, in general Catholic. To this proposal

for many reasons England cannot fairly be

asked to accede.

Passing by the levity with which this par-

tial demolition of Parliament has been proposed,

and the probability of mischief which would

ensue from it, let us look at some details of the

bill, which the ministry has presented to the

House, with threats of external compulsion, as

some savage tribe might tender its proposals of

peace on the point of the spear.

The surest distinction of the theoretic and of

the practical improver of constitutions is this.

The theorist assumes some harsh line,accordin2:

to which he paves and levels the natural inequali-

ties of life. The statesman seeks in those ancient

forms, whose efficacy time has impaired, the

c
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spirit by which they were brought into exist-

ence ; that spirit, he knows, was once a part

of the national character, for which he also

has now to provide ; the existence of these

diversified forms, however impaired, affords a

precedent for his modern creation ; he does

not therefore destroy before he constructs ; he

takes not his pattern from imagination, or even

from speculation, but he draws the new out of

the old, he preserves the form and restores the

substance ; he plants no rootless standard of

liberty, but grafts the buds of improvement into

the boughs of antiquity.

In our representationwe have varied patterns of

municipal constitutions. Some corporations give

power to the select and superior burgesses
;

others extend the right to the middle class : in

some towns the potwalloper joins the elective

Saturnalia. When the Whigs proposed to

abolish the influence of aristocrac^'^ which they

should know to be in the main salutary, even

though it be for the moment unpopular—which

they must also feel cannot be removed with-

out danger—should they not have employed at

least the recognized means of maintaining the

judgment of the upper classes against the tem-

per of those new allies with whom passion pre-

vails more easily ? If nomination boroughs must

be proscribed, might not Corporations be en-
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larged indeed, but preserved? Could no gradation

of qualification be permitted—must the whole

borough representation be thrown indifferently

into the hands of those whose dwellings are

rated at ten pounds yearly ? Three hundred and

eighty thousand persons are at this amount rated

in the accounts of the house-tax, two hundred

and fifty thousand of whom, being two- thirds of

the whole, stand at less than thirty pounds

yearly. So that those whose payment is below

the amount which many have fixed as the mi-

nimum of franchise, would possess a decided

preponderance in the return of the borough re-

presentation of England. The principle is, in

fact, faulty. Each class should share power ; for

the sake of the whole none eng^ross it. It was

found necessary in France to create a higher

franchise, in order that the smaller electoral

body might counterpoise and temper the rash-

ness of the broader qualification. They who
remove from our constituency, at one extreme

the corporations, at the other the potwallopers,

treat the community as those would serve a pos-

ture-master, who should relieve him from the in-

cumbrance of his pole, by the weights at whose

extremities his equipoise can alone be pre-

served. This centralization of power is a main

fault of what must be called the new constitu-

tion. The line of ten pounds may be a line

c 2
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of honest intentions, but would be one of too

unbalanced a temper, and too homogeneous

interests.

From the disfranchisement of classes,we next

come to the allotment of the elective privilege

amongst individual towns. Here the noble lord

has drawn four zones of algebraic precision.

They are as follow :

—

Boroughs, whose population fell in 1821

below two thousand, shall lose both their mem-
bers ; and those which do not reach four thou-

sand, shall forfeit one half of their privilege.

From this line upwards to ten thousand,

the towns, whether boroughs or not, remain in

statu quo of representation, returning two mem-
bers or none. Above this upper line, many new

towns obtain one member. At a yet higher

amount, the double franchise is again granted.

In this scheme there are two obvious de-

fects. In the ascending ratio of these elec-

toral climates you rise, through the scale of

population, from two to four thousand inhabit-

ants—from the single franchise to the complete

one ; and when you reach ten thousand, you

are surprised to arrive in this higher latitude,

with an increased population, not at an increased

franchise, but at a repetition of your former

ascent, at a single and double franchise, on
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the scale of tens of thousands now, as of thou-

sands formerly. The new structure is thus

formed :

Towns.

4 Manchester .
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leged to be final. That it would sink into the

ballot and general suffrage, is doubted by few.

Its tendency to shift sideward, though less

noticed, seems equally certain. The boroughs of

England are, after all, but two hundred and four-

teen in number. Sixty of these totally, and forty-

six partially, (one hundred and six together,)

one half of our whole borough constituency,

the Lord Privy Seal and the Attorney General

have not shrunk from disfranchising. Thirty-

one they have added. Do they think that those

natural irregularities of time, which they would

destroy, are weaker and less binding than the

lines of modern anomaly, with which they dare

to map out the English constituency ? This

bill cannot stand. Either you must respect

ancient rights, providing as well as you may
for growing occasions ; or you must at once

resolve to place in one bag all the borough

franchises of this kingdom, and to make, among

all towns, new and old, a new partition of the

seats in your new chamber of delegates.

Whenever the level has been criticized, at

which the line of disfranchisement runs,

the Ministers have answered:—There is no

particular merit in two thousand, or demerit,

we admit, in one thousand nine hundred and

thirty-five, but a line must be drawn some-

where. The main scheme consists, indeed, in
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three or four lines for the endowment or destruc-

tion of boroughs ; in one more, the ten-pound

line for the qualification of individual voters.

But why did the committee of ministers prede-

termine any line of borough disfranchisement ?

Had it not been better, even in their view, first

to ascertain the number of franchises wanted,

and thereby to have measured the amount of

the confiscation required ? Let us examine,

however, the merits of the lines of four thou-

sand, and of two thousand, which they thought

it wise to adopt. How, for instance, do these

lines of population work in the county of Wilts ?

We there find certain boroughs which fall,

according to the returns of 1821, into the fol-

lowing ranks :

—

BOROUGHS IN WILTS.

Two Members. Inhabitants.

One Member.
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of the three. A paper was laid before the

House, which shows, in this case, the fallacy

of the ministerial rule. It is the return of

houses rated at ten pounds for the assessed

taxes. From that paper are extracted the fol-

lowing numbers :
—
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easily at Calne than at Chippenham, the new

standard of purity, three hundred, you give one

member only to the three hundred voters of

the district of Chippenham, but two members

to the three hundred of the district of Calne.

Compare again the lists of the boroughs with

one member, and of those with no member at

all. Malmesbury, with seventy-five voters, is

blotted out—Downton with nine only saves one

of its members. Malmesbury is a substantial

town—Downton a straggling village. Wootton

Basset again, with thirty-six ten-pound houses,

is cashiered—Westbury, with fourteen only,

escapes.

Thus accurately do the two lines of popu-

lation admeasure the electoral capacities of the

towns which are scattered over the county

of Wilts. On the coast of a neighbouring

shire are pleasantly situated, almost within

mutual view, the two ancient boroughs of

Christchurch and Lymington. One of these

towns loses a member by the sweeping lines of

the new representative code. Lymington con-

tains one hundred and eighty-nine of those

householders, whom the bill marks out for ex-

clusive enfranchisement. Christchurch has but

eighty. The analogy of Wiltshire is so strictly

followed, that of the two sister towns, Lyming-

ton, with one hundred and eighty-nine of the
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new voters, loses a member, Christchurch, with

its eighty, preserves both representatives.

The following extract shows the large scale

on which this principle, drawn from population,

does wrong.

One Member.

Dorchester .

Guildford . .

Totness . . .

Wycombe . .

Huntingdon

Leominster .

Truro . . . .

Honiton . . .

Lytnington .

Chippenham

Evesham . .

Richmond .

I.

10/. Houses.

231

213

213

206

200

195

190

189

189

180

178

175

Two Members. 10/. Houses.

Wells 173

Harwich 170

Horsham 165

Rochester 156

Malton 146

Calne 124

Christchurch

Wen lock

80

36

The sixteen boroughs in the upper part of

this table ought surely, on the principles of the

Lord Privy Seal, to exchange their respective

situations on the two columns. Should Guild-

ford, Dorchester, Huntingdon, each not far

from the new complement, should they be bisect-

ed, while Wenlock, Christchurch, Calne, Malton,

are spread over the neighbouring hundred, until

their proportions are filled? Are these the loose

calculations according to which English county

towns should be dealt with ? The falsehood of
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the law of which you take as the basis not your

own assumed burgesses, the payers of ten or fif-

teen pound rent, but scattered hamlets of la-

bourers whom you do not yourself propose to

enfranchise, is shown as clearly by a compari-

son of some boroughs which stand in schedules

A and B, the lists of the totally and the partly

disfranchised. But first let us hear the Lord

Privy Seal's own statement of the ground on

which the operation is based. The following

words were delivered by his lordship in par-

liament.

'* In fixing upon a population of two thousand

inhabitants as the line inside which all boroughs

should he disfranchised, our object was to cut off'

all those rotten boroughs for which there could

be no purifying remedy by way of extension of

franchise. It was not because the boroughs,

the population of which was under two thou-

sand, contained but few electors that we pro-

posed to lop them off", but because we could not

possibly e.vtend the franchise in them, so as to

do away with the evils of the close borough

nominee system. This was the reason why I

fixed upon the Population Returns of 1821,

and not from any attachment to a particular

number or theory."

The boroughs below two thousand are lopped

off because the franchise cannot effectually be
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extended. But how does this argument tally

with the following extract from the returns ?

II.

Below 2,000. Above 2,000.

No Member. 10/. Houses, One Member. lOL Houses.

Woodstock .... 90 Grinstead 42

Reigate 78 Wilton 34

Malmsbury .... 75 St. Ives 26

Buckingham ... 75 Amersham 25

Midhurst 65 Westbury ..... 14

Appleby 65 St. Germains ... 13

Petersfield 54 Downton 9

Wareham 53 Beeralston 1

Fowey 46

His lordship did not fix on the line of two thou-

sand from attachment to any particular number

or theory, but because the franchise could not

be extended in them so as to do away with the

nominee system. But if the franchise could

not be so extended in Woodstock, Reigate,

Malmsbury, Buckingham, Midhurst, Appleby,

Petersfield, Wareham, Fowey—the least of

which boroughs has a substratum of forty-six,

the first of no less than ninety, of the new vo-

ters—how shall it be so extended in the eight

other boroughs, of which Beeralston had one

such vote only—this town has indeed since been

conveyed across the line into the realm of total

disfranchisement—but of which Downton has

only nine such men for a commencement, and
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of which Grinstead, the most populous, retain-

ing one member, does not come within one half

of Woodstock, which is entirely bereaved.

Yet the bill has passed the second reading, in

whose schedules these nine English boroughs

are totally deprived of their privileges at the

instigation of such precarious lawgivers.

Nor are these nine the only boroughs pent up

in that den of oblivion schedule A, which have

reason to complain of those by whom they were

placed there. For one of their prosecutors, the

Lord Privy Seal, has said, as we have seen,

" We lopped off these boroughs, the population

of which was under two thousand, because we

could not possibly extend the franchise in them

so as to do away with the evils of the close

borough system."

They are lopped oft', because they could not

form the centre of a new electoral circle. The
number of the remaining voters would be too

inconsiderable. No boroughs can be spared

whose voters are too few to tenant the capital

of our enfranchised arrondissemens. "Our
new system does not admit of such an anoma-

ly,"—thus speaks by its organ the constitutive

committee of ministers. The principle is ex-

cellent, and has been doubtless adhered to. Now
iii the list of boroughs allowed to subsist on the

new footing apart from Beeralston, we find no

less than five, in none of which would the ten
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pound voters exceed twenty-six. This is there-

fore a fundamental number recognized by the

new code. Twenty-six, twenty-five, fourteen,

thirteen, and even nine, at St. Ives, Amersham,

Westbury, St. Germains, and Downton, are the

sufficient patriarchs of these elective communi-

ties. Twenty-six must be therefore abundant.

We may now then by this warrant of the

Lord Privy Seal, release more inmates of sche-

dule A from the fear of excision by which

they are tormented. All accused towns, whose

numbers exceed twenty-six, are absolved. The
following is a third list of boroughs, which the

government by its own consistency will be

bound to restore.

III.

No Member. One Member.

Hedon 44 St. Ives 26

Okehampton ... 42 Amersham 25

Plympton 39 Westbury 14

Bishop's Castle . . 38 St. Germain .... 13

Lostwithiel .... 37 Downton 9

Minehead 36

Wootton Basset . 36

Seaford 36

Saltash 34

Callington ... 32

Aldeburgh .... 31

Stockbridge .... 31

Eye 29
^^

These thirteen must be released, for the only

cause of detention alleged by the Lord Privy
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Seal falls to the ground, by his own showing and

his own proceeding elsewhere. What then will

be the results of this gaol delivery? Twelve

boroughs are named in our first list, nine in our

second, and thirteen in our third, in all thirty-

two, who may be guilty, but who have been

brought to the bar of the House, and have there

heard their sentence twice read by the Crown's

law officers upon false allegations.

Other towns also have a distinct ground of

appeal. The boundaries of the parish it is

well known often exceed those of the borough.

In the hasty returns on which the disfranchising

part of the Bill was framed, the distinction was

overlooked, though in the award of the privi-

lege, the broader limits have been assumed.

Corrected documents have been called for, and

by their information, five boroughs, Bucking-

ham, Malmsbury, Reigate, Okehampton, Salt-

ash, (the four latter we have already set

free,) but five appear to have been inserted

in schedule A, the list of abolition, which as

parishes would save one of their members ; and

no less than ten, Clitheroe, Cockermouth,

Helston, Truro, Leominster, Morpeth, Northal-

lerton, Westbury, Wycombe, and Tamworth,

have been reduced to a moiety whose parochial

dimensions would not pass into schedule B
through the apertures of the ministerial sieve.
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Of these fifteen towns, six have been dismissed

by a former acquittal. If the remaining nine

can make out their cases, there will be forty-

one of the hundred and seven condemned bo-

roughs, that show cause, from the very words

of their prosecutors, why sentence of death

or mutilation should not be inflicted upon them.

Smaller marks of the same precipitation are,

throughout the bill, visible.

This ill speed has had a singular effect in

the counties of Wilts and of Cornwall. Bo-

roughs whose voters are less than three hun-

dred are to be stretched until they reach that

complement. But such is the dearth of taxed

houses on the downs of Wiltshire and the

moors of Cornwall, that the boroughs of

this bill would spread themselves until—as the

voter for the town would in future, very properly,

have no voice for the county—there would be

left in Cornwall but four hundred and fifty-

two, in Wiltshire but three hundred and fifty-

five of those taxable houses, for which free-

holder, copyholder, or leaseholder, could become

the constituent of the two half-knights of either

half-shire. This partition, indeed, of the coun-

ties, however convenient in some cases may be

the two additional members, seems, on the

whole, ill-advised. It is not well to break down

old demarcations. We want no departmental
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division of England. The landed interest might

have been equally fortified, if a certain number

of boroughs had been thrown into the hundred.

The absence of the members for important

counties would be a loss of weight that could

scarcely be made good to the agricultural inte-

rests in the present House, by the accession of

numbers. As for the future assembly, no no-

minal strength could support that interest within

it for two years.

The mode by which this change is effected,

is again a line of population. Above the

line of one hundred and fifty-thousand souls,

the representation of each county is dou-

bled ; below it no change whatever is made.

This regulation seems arbitrary. Why should

Cumberland, standing at one hundred and fifty-

six thousand, acquire two members—Dorset, at

one hundred and forty-four thousand, not obtain

the boon even of one? But more, we have

seen what fallacious guides are these population

returns to the electoral capacities of our bo-

roughs. Let us apply the test which the minis-

ters teach us, the gauge of ten pound houses,

to the political contents of the counties. It

will serve equally here to detect the rash-

ness of a constitutive cabinet. The two short

columns below contain lists of some counties

which have overtopped, and of some which

have fallen short of the ministerial standard.

D
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Four Members. 10/. Houses. Two Members. 10/. Houses.

Nottingham ... 1,510 Herts 2,890

Derby 1,480 Berks 1,689

Salop 1,466 Oxford 1,219

Northampton . . 1,215 Cambridge . . . 1,180

Cumberland . . . 945

From these amounts such houses as stand

within boroughs have been excluded. We
have seen enough of these false levels of the

government surveyors, which, the stream once

admitted, readily flows over. But why, we must

ask them, when you say that your basis is pro-

perty, when your exclusive staple is the house-

holder of ten pounds, why do you give two

members to Nottinghamshire, which has little

more than one half of those moderate tenements

that cover the county of Hertfordshire ? why
are you so lavish to Cumberland, which stands

at nine hundred and forty-five—so niggard to-

wards the eleven hundred and sixty houses of

Cambridgeshire? Why did you not examine

your own plans before you laid the pickaxe to

our ancient foundations ?

As for the mode in which this division of

shires and extension of boroughs is to be

effected, the House was astonished when the

minister proposed that it should be super-

intended by a committee of the Privy Coun-

cil, that is, by a delegation from the mi-

nisterial body. The government should not
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have exposed itself to the suspicions with

which such an authority must unavoidably

cover it. On the partition of a county by

east and by west, or by north and by south,

or still more on the sinuosities of the elective

meridian, the preponderance of this or that

interest might wholly depend. But in the

boroughs the case is far worse. All boroughs

not containing three hundred ten-pound house-

holders, are by the bill to receive from another

Privy Council Committee the addition, without

restriction, of ** any parish situate within such

borough, or thereto adjoining^ Now in the West

of England is a borough, at present under the

influence of a gentleman of Tory principles
;

its voters fall below the ministerial standard.

On one side of this borough, ** thereto adjoiri-

mgy'' is a parish whose owner is a Whig

;

on the other side " tJiereto adjoining,'' is a

parish whose owner is a Tory. To which-

ever parish that borough is wedded, the

proprietor, Whig or Tory, becomes patron of the

reformed constituency. How shall a committee

of Whig ministers draw the settlements of this

union, fairly for themselves or for the public ?

Yet the following list contains no less than

eighty English boroughs, whose voters fall

below the ministerial standard of three hun-

dred, in many by the disfranchisement of

D 2
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freemen, scot and lot voters, or potwallopers,

which boroughs are subject to be thrown into

neighbouring parishes at the discretion of the

ministerial tribunal.

Abingdon 148

Agmondesliam ... 25

Andover 207

Arundel 120

Asliburton 54

Banbury 169

Bewdley 121

Bodmin 139

Bridport 146

Bedford 209

Bridgnorth 220

Chippenham .... 180

Chtheroe 60

Gockermouth .... 101

Cahie 124

Cirencester 261

Christchurch .... 80

Dartmouth 234

Dorchester 231

Devizes 245

Dover 273

Dovvnton 9

Droitwich 69

Evesham 178

Grimsby 94

Grantham 228

Grinstead 42

Guildford 213

Helston 112

Haverfordwest . . 241

Honiton 189

Hertford 273

Horsham 165

Huntingdon .... 200

Hythe 77

Knaresborough . . . 203

Lewes. , 230

Ludlow 292

Launceston 93

Leominster 195

Lyskeard 95

Lyme Regis .... 135

Lymington 189

Malton 146

Maldon 133

Monmouth 293

Marlborough .... 140

Marlow 75

Morpeth 162

Newcastle - under -

Lyne 267

North Allerton ... 107

Newport, Isle of

Wight 270

Peterborough .... 245

Penryn 112

Pontefract 184

Poole 298
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Ripon 195 Tewkesbury ..... 262

Rochester 156 Thetford 77

Richmond 175 Tiverton 255

Rye 95 Thirsk 75

St. Germains .... 13 Totness 213

St. Ives 26 Truro 190

St. Albans 286 Wells 173

Sandwich 125 Wenlock 36

Shaftesbury 75 Wallingford .... 124

Sudbury 108 Westbury 14

Tavistock 269 Wilton 34

Tamworth 137 Wycombe 206

How shall the Privy Council superintend

and direct, without suspicion of partiality, the

patching, the mending, the eking out of these

eighty English boroughs, which, by the disfran-

chisements of the bill, would sink below the

new line, and would be brought up to receive

their complement, at any quarter of the winds,

before the committee of ministers ? And what

after all does the bill attain in these smaller

boroughs by destroying on one side corpora-

tions, on the other freemen and potwallopers

—

by bringing the town before the Privy Council

that from their hands it may receive its ap-

pendages ? The borough whose patron's in-

fluence is uncontested may be destroyed
;

though Newark and Stamford will undergo,

it seems, an opposite change ; but what do you

gain in exchange ? You gain that very borough
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of three hundred persons in the lower extreme

of the middle class, which, as a noble lord

much conversant in committees on delinquent

boroughs, assured the writer, is the very con-

stituency, which his experience tells him, is

most likely to come before a tribunal of Par-

liament.

The bill is moreover rash, but not bold; its

principle is concession to temper, not con-

viction of evil : the details are such as spring

from that principle. It gives what was not

asked
; but to take away is more than it dares.

Influence is cut down, because its possessors

areboroughmongers—corporations, because they

are jobbers. The franchise is scattered widely

among those whom it calls the middle class,

with what justice we shall soon see ; but when
it reaches the potwalloper, whose suffrage is no

longer safe, because the equipoise is removed,

it takes av/ay the franchise indeed, but it bribes

him with life interest to give up the perpetual

right of his class. The potwalloper's surrender is

not indeed selfish, since he may well believe

that power which has come so low, will

soon of right come to him. Yet, on what plea

is the aristocracy disfranchised at once, the

populace but in reversion? Why is the politi-

cal weight removed from above, and increased

in the centre, ere it be diminished below ?
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Not for vested rights—these, we are told from

the treasury-bench, are but parchment and wax.

But if right do not enter, then ought we at once

or never, to disfranchise the freeman and pot-

walloper. If public safety demand from him his

privilege, he must be more dangerous now,

while the constitution is new, than when it has

settled, as the Whigs hope it will, peacefully

on its new basis. Disarm him then now, while

your revolution is young, and its issue at best

precarious, or leave him undisturbed in your

new settlement, whatever name that may bear.

The clause of the bill which receives the

most unanimous blame, and is indeed the least

excusable ingredient in this attempt to seduce

national virtue, is the assumption often pounds

of house-rent as the universal standard of fran-

chise. The member for Preston defended the

privileges of the weavers, who are his consti-

tuents, by asserting that they are far more inde-

pendent than the new voters. Again, an indi-

vidual, who had admitted during some time all

the applications made to him for relief, in a

large midland city, informed the writer, that

such distressed persons are many of them in

the yearly payment of this new qualification.

They paid ten pounds of rent, they partitioned

to lodgers more needy than themselves two-

thirds of their dwelling ; and if this bill passes.
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they will belong to the potential class of the

constituent body of England.

When the noble mover of the present bill

proposed in opposition to enfranchise some

large manufacturing towns, did his inquiries in

Manchester or Birmingham lead him to under-

take the suggestion of a rate lower than twenty,

or at the least fifteen pounds yearly ? One indeed

well acquainted with these and with the other

manufacturing towns, has stated, that a general

franchise lower than thirty pounds yearly, would

be in itself a revolution. If our Rulers could not

venture to instil into their subjects, from their

cornucopia of political power, one grain of loyal

forbearance—if the ten-pound householders must

not be offended, why did they not, instead of fix-

ing the standard, rather leave open to Parliament

the task which was too much for their firmness;

why did they throw on the House the odium of

intercepting the bribe, whose proffer they dared

not withhold, from whose completion their

friends already profess that they are disposed to

recede.

Such are some particulars of the measure

which the populace are instructed by ministe-

rial journals to extort from the two Houses of

Parliament— ** the bill, the whole bill, and

nothing but the bill ;" on whose passive enact-

ment, they are bid to insist. Of its provisions
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they know nothing. They look but to the abo-

lition of close boroughs, and of that profligate

expenditure, whose phantom stalks only in the

absence of clear information ; they look also

indeed to the half million of votes, whose vaunt

has been our ministers' best and last argument

in each failing debate. Let us hear the noble

mover of the bill, in his first exposition to

Parliament, draw that picture of wholesale en-

franchisement, which, while it would bribe the

country, pretends to daunt the resistance of the

House by such a combined array of personal

interests.

** I will now state the number of additional

persons, who will be entitled to votes for coun-

ties, towns, and boroughs, under this bill :

—

The numbers in towns and boroughs in England al-

ready sending members, will be increased by . 110,000

The electors of new towns in England, I estimate at 50,000

Electors in London, who will obtam the right of

voting 95,000

Increase of electors in Scotland . . ... 60,000

In Ireland, perhaps 40,000

Increase in the counties of England, (at least) . 100,000

" These numbers, at least, will be entitled to

vote ; and upon the whole, I calculate that

there will be added at least 500,000 persons to

the number now exercising the right of return-

ing members to this House." All these, it was

added, will have a valuable stake in the country.

This half million being the weight which is
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tied round the necks of those who dare to oppose

the specific reform of the ministers, it becomes

our interest to look narrowly into its items.

First we may observe, that the summing of

the items set down is not perfectly accurate.

Their amount is not half a million, but four

hundred and fifty-five thousand, a sum less

by very nearly one-tenth. With this smaller

amount of 455,000, which alone is presented

to us, we may be contented to deal.

The first item is an addition of one hundred

and ten thousand to the number of voters in

English boroughs, already returning members

to Parliament. Let us turn to the imperfect

accounts of this matter, which have been pre-

sented to the House of Commons. From these

papers the following estimate is extracted.

Present Num- Future amount of

ber of Electors. Voters,at 10/. rent.

Fifty-four Boroughs, be-

^

Increase,

tween 2,000 and 4,000 V 14,000 17,000 3,000
Inhabitants . , .j

Other ancient Boroughs,.

above 4,000 Inhabitants, I Decrease,

exclusive of the Metro- V 95,000 68,000 27,000

polis and of the enfran- I

chised Hundreds . .-' 109,000 85,000 24,000

We have seen that the increase of voters in

these antient boroughs, is stated by the mi-

nister at one hundred and ten thousand. Now
the writer cannot calculate from the parliamen-

tary papers the whole future constituency of
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these ancient towns at more than eiglity-five

thousand,* as above stated. But if we grant to

the noble lord that his voters, on the new

* The constituency of the boroughs which lose one member

would be raised from 14,000 to 17,000. The voters of the whole

of the boroughs which retain their members, would be dimi-

nished from 95,000 to G8,000. The list of those particular

jughs, whose voters would be reduced, is as fc
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footing, will reach, as he states, one hundred

and ten thousand, where are the one hundred

and nine thousand who now vote in these ancient

Hull . ...
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borouQ:hs ? It will be said that their votes are

reserved to them for their lives. But we must

observe, on the other hand, that this arrange-

ment is temporary. Now this temporary ar-

rangement is, in the opinion of the official re-

formers, a defect in the scheme, or it would be

made permanent. This increase then, as far as

the mere augmentation of number carries us, is

to themselves a matter, not of delight, but of

regret. But it may be said. You add one hun-

dred and ten thousand ten pound-householders,

who are all men with a stake in the country,

and will steady your system for ever. We have

seen reason to fear that the situation of all these

individuals is by no means of that Burgher-like

independence which the new constitution sup-

poses. But again, I would ask, are these one hun-

dred and ten thousand voters, who are brought

up to the hustings, men, none ofwhom ever en-

Weymouth

Worcester

Yarmouth

58 York

Total

745
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joyed a franchise before ? Would the framers of

the new constitution undertake to assert that

two-thirds of these denizens of old boroughs

were not ancient partakers of election convivia-

lities ? At Bristol, for instance, six thousand three

hundred and eighty-eight voters are given by the

return of the poll : one thousand two hundred are

stated to be non-resident ; there remain, there-

fore, five thousand inhabitant, freemen. Now
five thousand is precisely the number of ten-

pound householders which the bill would enfran-

chise. Is the noble lord sure, when he speaks en-

thusiastically of his one hundred and ten thousand

new guardians of the new constitution, that the

greater part of these five thousand supporters

for instance, are not members of the old clubs,

which have long distinguished themselves in

the physical contests of the Bristol elections ?

But the framers of the measure may turn round

with this answer :
— ** If these one hundred and

ten thousand are new voters, they are new

friends of the state. If most of them are old

acquaintances, why do you fear them ? What
is the distinction between the old constitution

and ours ?" There is this difference between

the two bodies of men. In the present con-

stituency there is gradation of rank ; there are

aristocratical influences : there are corporations.

In the proposed system there would be equa-
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lity ; the power would be exclusively in the

hands of the most numerous and the least

wealthy. Our political army has ranks and has

leaders: yours is an unorganized multitude.

Your first item, then, of one hundred and ten

thousand new allies, are many of them by no

means now unknown to the state. A large

portion of them are now graduated and subor-

dinate powers. The whole of them would be

your masters, and would not be their own.

Of these first hundred thousand voters arrayed

under the Bill by his Majesty's ministry, a large

part have, in fact, the franchise already, another

part, the yearly value of whose dwelling estab-

lishes a real stake in the country, may gradually

be enfranchised ; the whole amount is what

none but the present servants of the Crown

would have ventured to propose as this country's

unchecked, unbalanced centre of power. The

same remark applies to the fifty thousand sup-

posed voters for the towns named to be enfran-

chised. Some of these may be created boroughs

at once, others by a gradual provision ; but none

of them at the delusive ministerial standard of

suffrage.

The next item put forth by our government

in its canvassing sheet of allurements, is a pro-

mise of eight members to the suburbs of the

Metropolis. This grant has a fault common to
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many parts of the bill : it was quite unexpected

by the Tories, by the Whigs, and by the in-

vented constituency. In unrepresented Mary-

le-bone, there are denizened no less than thirty-

four members. The want of a representative

was suggested to the Tower Hamlets and to

Rotherhithe by the new government, who
must therefore have inferred, from the average

result of the metropolitan elections, that they

are peculiarly calculated to produce moderate

and conservative members of Parliament. After

all, ninety-five thousand, one-fifth of the half

million of new voters arrayed in support of the

bill, are enlisted by this slight, though objec-

tionable clause. Since, however, the offer has

come from the servants of the Crown, a mode-

rate measure of change might in part fulfil this

their gratuitous pledge, if it be not, for the sake

of all parties, better withheld. As for the hun-

dred thousand copy and leaseholders, no one

would regret to see them enfranchised.

We find, then, on examining this physical ar-

gument, the half million ofnew voters, on whom
the ministers call for support of their arguments,

that it is not very formidable in defence of their

specific plan ; that forty-five thousand are unac-

counted for ; that a hundred thousand, copy-

holders, if so many there be, may be admitted at

once by any moderate measure, to vote for the

counties ; that to ninety thousand more is by
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the bill promised, but the invisible fraction of a

metropolitan suffrage; and that one hundred

and ten thousand new voters in ancient boroughs

can by no means be all of them new ; and that

if they were new, and were one hundred and

ten thousand, not seventy-four thousand, as may

be inferred from the returns, they would but

take place of one hundred and ten thousand old

voters ; all of whom would be in themselves,

or their successors, under that supposition,

disfranchised. In the English reform bill,

there remain but the fifty thousand voters for new

boroughs, and in this last item, too, as the mi-

nisters themselves would hardly insist on the

ten pounds franchise, a considerable part of

their proposal might probably, in other hands,

without that bill, be safely, if gradually, effected.

An analysis of the Scotch and Irish numbers

would show a similar fallacy in the votes

created by the respective measures.

The ultima }'atlo, then, of the treasury, the

nominal halfmillion, may, some ofthem, be called

on by personal motives to advocate a change

in the representation, but even those voices

are by no means pledged to this precipitate

bill.

Moderate reform, then, is still left open to

Parliament and to the country : it may even

grow outof this bill, if, as is probable, the blind

E
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disfranchisement of boroughs be not allowed,

if the forfeiture be not enacted before the ex-

tent of the grant shall be fixed. Some fran-

chises it might be wise at once to accord by a

temporary increase of the parliamentary roll.

But under no view should a seductive surplus

of unapplied franchises needlessly lie at the

disposal of the Minister, in an exchequer of

representation.

Moderate reform must now be considered

step by step, and two main principles must

govern its conduct. Reform cannot be mode-

rate, unless it be gradual in inquiry, in enact-

ment, in execution. Reform cannot be sound,

unless it be constitutional. The House, gra-

dually restored, must not be borne along the

airy lines of a theory, nor poised upon the

unstable pivot of a single class, though that

class be the central one ; it must be drawn out

and based according to the ancient analogy of

our representation, on the collateral levels of

higher, of middle, of more extended constitu-

encies, balancing and supporting each other.

From this bill time and constitutional analogy

are excluded alike. The bill, therefore, must be

rejected.

It must be rejected because, despising

these two obvious counsellors, it granted far

more than the occasion required ; because it
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involves a degree of change which must shake

all our institutions ; because it cannot be final,

but must sink deeper into ballot and unlimited

suffrage ; because it must spread wider into a

general repartition of franchises ; because its

provisions are hasty and self-contradictory;

because, diminishing gratuitously the numbers

of the House, it gives to Ireland a prepon-

derance contrary to the articles of Union be-

tween the two countries ; because it surrenders

the borough representation of Ireland to one or

two demagogues ; because it abolishes the gra-

duated scale of large and of smaller consti-

tuencies, placing all power in the hands of a

single interest ; because, while it removes, at

once, superior influence, it is afraid to touch the

lower power, which is no longer balanced ; be-

cause, in this great and not deliberate change, its

empiric instruments are laid, not on one wheel,

but on the prime mover, not on a foot, or a hand,

but on the heart ; not on the vestry of a parish,

but on a governing power of the state ; because,

in changing the constitution of that power, it

would also change, suddenly, the materials of

which the power is compacted ; would bring

together in the House of Commons men unac-

quainted with public affairs, and therefore de-

sirous of fresh innovations ; because, by sweep-

ing away the old conservative party, it would.
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like the famous measure of a former Whig
ministry, take from the King the constitutional

choice of his servants ; because, by establishing

a party, bent on the destruction of the Peers,

the Church, and the Crown, this bill would go

far to convert a free monarchy into a des-

potic REPUBLIC
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